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  Abstract- Monitoring every single email takes a lot of effort 
especially when the size of email transaction log is very large. 
This study proposed to find a wise option to monitor only the 
contents of important emails. Depth First Search algorithm, 
multi-digraph, email scoring model, WordNet, and Vector Space 
Model are used to create a model for filtering important emails 
and mining email contents. The findings showed that using email 
filtering module together with term enhancing module can help 
in reducing the processing time and keeping high precision and 
recall values of the system. 
  Index Terms- Monitoring system, text mining, Log mining, 
Email filtering, Term enhancing, Scoring model, Important 
message, Multi-digraph, VSM (Vector Space Model), WordNet. 
 

I.    INTRODUCTION 
 
   Email transaction logs can be used to keep monitoring the 
unusual events appearing in the email conversations. To 
monitor email transaction logs, many researchers used many 
techniques to analyze the content of emails. Coussement and 
Poel [1] came up with the vector representing weight of emails 
in order to monitor the complaint emails from the customers. 
Lu and Ding [2] used VSM (Vector Space Model) and 
WordNet [8] to build up the semantic vector of emails in order 
to monitor and classify emails into the appropriate categories. 
Zeng and Lu [3] also analyzed and monitored the email 
contents by using a vector to contain the email concepts. Some 
parts of text mining had been employed in their works to 
analyze the content of emails.  
   However, to analyze every single email is very time 
consuming. Therefore, the whole email messages should be 
reduced as a set of importance before mining contents. There 
are related studies [4]-[6] that used a multi-digraph helps in 
creating a relationship among email transactions, scoring and 
classifying emails based on their important levels. Their 

approaches are very useful to transform the whole emails into 
a reduced set by removing the emails with low scores. 
   This study gains the benefits from the mentioned studies to 
create a model that helps in monitoring only the important 
emails and concerning of the semantics of words in the email 
contents. 

 
II.    FINDING IMPORTANT EMAILS (EMAIL FILTERING 

MODULE) 
 

A.    Email Transaction Logs 
   Every record in TABLE I represent an email transaction, 
showing that who sends what to whom. For example, an 
original message ID#1 (Mid1) is sent by A to B, C, and D. 
After receiving message from A, then, C might read and/or 
edit the original message to be a message ID#2 (Mid2) and 
forwards to E, and F. That means Mid2 is responding to Mid1, 
or Mid1 is a parent of Mid2. Thus, the sample set can be used to 
draw a relation graph of email messages as shown in Fig.1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 The message-node hierarchy built from TABLE I 
 
B.    Scoring Messages 

A model to score each message consists of two parts. The 
first part is the score of message itself.  The second part is the 
sum of its child-node scores. DFS helps in traversing all nodes 
and calculating recursive formula for the message ID i (Midi):   

TABLE I 
A SAMPLE SET OF EMAIL TRANSACTION LOGS 

Mid Sender MessageType ResponseTo Recipient DateSent Subject Body 
1 A original 0 B, C, D 25-01-2011 Exam topic Save the Earth 
2 C forwarded 1 E, F 25-01-2011 Fw: Exam topic Save the Earth 
3 A original 0 C 25-01-2011 Song Better Man 
4 E reply 2 C 26-01-2011 Re: Fw: Exam topic Thank you! 
5 F reply 2 C 26-01-2011 Re: Fw: Exam topic Is it global warming? 
6 C forwarded 3 B, D 27-01-2011 Fw: Song Better Man 
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Running the recursive formula of every message-node in the 
graph helps to calculate the score of every message in the 
email transaction logs. 
 
C.    Filtering Messages 
   Each message has been scored and sorted as shown in 
TABLE II. The messages with high score are considered as 
important emails based on the filtering percentage, in this case 
50%. 
 

TABLE II 
AN EXAMPLE OF FILTERED MESSAGES USING 50% FILTERING OF MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGES 
Mid Score Subject Body 

1 2.2 Exam topic Save the Earth 
2 1.6 Fw: Exam topic Save the Earth 
3 0.8 Song Better Man 
6 0.6 Fw: Song Better Man
4 0.5 Re: Fw: Exam topic Thank you!
5 0.5 Re: Fw: Exam topic Is it global warming?

 
III.    MINING EMAIL CONTENTS (TERM ENHANCING MODULE) 

 
A.    Preparing Email Contents and Enhancing Terms 

Content – subject and body – of each email message, for 
example Mid2, needs to be prepared by following steps: 

“Fw: Exam topic Save the Earth”      (Email content: Mid2) 

  fw:1 exam2 topic3 save4 the5 earth6               (Tokenizing) 

 “exam” “topic” “save” “earth”      (Stopwords removing)  

 “exam” “topic” “save” “earth”                 (Stemming) 

examination exam test subject topic theme save Earth world globe

Finally, the enhanced terms are kept and represented as the 
vectors. 
 
B.   Scoring the Similarity Between Email Content And Query 

 
Fig.2.  Vectors of messages and query 

Vector Space Model helps to calculate the similarity score 
of each email by comparing the email vector to the query 
vector. For instance, the similarity score of message ID i 
( ) calculated by iMid θcos (when θ is the angle between 
vectors of  and query) as follow: iMid
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; where  and  are the length of message ID i and 

query vectors respectively; the 

|||| iMid |||| Q

iMidk ,φ  is the weight of term k 

in vector of message ID i ,and the Qk ,φ  is the weight of term k 
in the query vector. After scoring all messages with the query 
“world climate change”, a testing result of similarity scores is 
shown in TABLE III. 

TABLE III 
IMPORTANT MESSAGES WITH THEIR SIMILARITY SCORES 

Mid Similarity 
Score Subject Body 

1 0.31 Exam topic Save the Earth 
2 0.31 Fw: Exam topic Save the Earth 
3 0.0 Song Better Man
 

   The result shows that even the message content does not 
have exactly the same term with query but WordNet helps in 
increasing the opportunity to match the term “earth” with the 
query “world”. 
 

IV.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A.    Methods 
   Three groups of messages, which are 80, 140, and 200 
messages, were randomly extracted from the Enron dataset [7] 
to be used as the test set of email transaction logs in the 
experiment. The query terms related to the stock exchange 
domain are used in this study, for example, the query terms are 
“stock, buy, commodities”. 
   To run the experiment, the number of filtering percentage 
used for selecting important messages is 50%. Four 
experiments to be run are as follows: 
 
 



TABLE IV 
FOUR EXPERIMENTS TO BE RUN 

Experiment Using a filtering 
module 

Using an enhancing 
module by WordNet 

Experiment I No No 
Experiment II Yes No 
Experiment III No Yes 
Experiment IV Yes Yes 

 
   Three assessments used to evaluate the model are the 
processing time (T), the precision value (P), and the recall 
value (R). 
 
B.    Results 

TABLE V 
RESULTS AFTER RUNNING ALL THE EXPERIMENTS 

Number of Messages 
80 140 200 Experiment 

P R T P R T P R T 
Experiment I 0.667 0.136 2.25 0.611 0.155 4.06 0.703 0.257 6.85
Experiment II 0.400 0.045 1.47 0.545 0.085 2.70 0.474 0.089 3.96
Experiment III 0.833 0.568 11.27 0.821 0.648 21.90 0.795 0.653 39.76
Experiment IV 0.750 0.270 6.49 0.781 0.350 12.78 0.740 0.366 23.05

 
  Results show that Experiment III has the highest precision, 
recall and time processing values when comparing among 
others as shown in Fig.3, 4, and 5. 
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Fig.3.  Graph of processing time for all the experiments. 

  Fig.4 shows that Experiment IV still keeps high precision 
value even the number of messages is reduced, in this case 
50%, before analyzing the contents. Consequently, its 
processing time is reduced by almost 50% as well as in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 4.  Graph of precision values for all the experiments. 

  Other experiments, I and II, cannot keep high precision 
values, and they also have very low recall values as show in 
Fig.4, and 5. 
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Fig. 5.  Graph of recall values for all the experiments. 

   It means that Wordnet helps in gaining high precision value 
(Experiment III and IV). Filtering module helps in reducing 
the processing time depends on a filtering percentage 
(Experiment II and IV). Thus, the wise option is potentially to 
be Experiment IV – used both of email filtering and terms 
enhancing modules. 
   According to our model, the ten most relevant messages of 
experiment IV over 200 messages when compared to the 
query terms are listed in the following Table VI. 
 

V.   SUMMARIES AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
   To monitor email transaction logs, this study proposed the 
model which consists of two main modules, email filtering 
module and term enhancing module. DFS algorithm helps to 
traverse every message in email transaction logs. Type of 
email message and the number of recipients are used to score 
the email messages. WordNet helps to enhance the terms 
while the Vector Space Model is used to calculate similarity 
score between messages and the query terms. 
   The finding shows that using the filtering module returns 
less processing time but it affects the precision and recall 
values. Fortunately, using WordNet helps to return the high 
precision value and also recall unexplored messages that are 
relevant to the query terms. Therefore, to reduce processing 
time and to keep the high precision and recall values, selecting 
Experiment IV (using WordNet to enhance both of the query 
terms and email contents together with Filtering module) is a 
wise option.  
   However, using email filtering module can affect the 
accuracy of the model even it can reduce the processing time, 
reflecting the current limitation of the model. Therefore, the 
automatic finding of the most suitable number of filtering 
percentage is needed. Moreover, it should be another option to 
automatically classify the group of emails based on the 
important terms rather than manually input the query terms by 
users. 
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TABLE VI 
TOP TEN MOST RELEVANT MESSAGES OF EXPERIMENT IV (A WISE OPTION) OVER 200 MESSAGES 

Message 
Type No. Mid Sender Response 

To 
Similarity

Score Recipient DateSent Subject Body 

1 264681 evelyn.metoye
r@enron.com reply 259918 0.101 

kate.symes@enron.co
m  23-03-01

Re: 3-23 
Checkout  

559066 I just checked with Prebon and 
for some reason they show price as 
$258.00 on this deal… 

2 264758 evelyn.metoye
r@enron.com original 0 0.093 

kate.symes@enron.co
m  13-03-01

3/13 Checkout  AMEREXAll deals checked out 
finePREBONSean Crandalldeal 
549048Prebon shows del. point as.... 

3 259919 kate.symes@e
nron.com reply 264683 0.083 

evelyn.metoyer@enro
n.com  23-03-01

Re: 3-23 
Checkout  

BLOOMBERGMatt Motley559091 - 
sells to Idaho, 50 mw, April, Mid-C, 
$358Tom Alonso559010 … 

4 264682 evelyn.metoye
r@enron.com reply 259919 0.081 

kate.symes@enron.co
m  23-03-01

Re: 3-23 
Checkout  

Kate deal 559066 is identical to deal 
559091.  Prebon does not recognize 
559066. … 

5 264891 evelyn.metoye
r@enron.com original 0 0.080 

kate.symes@enron.co
m  15-02-01

2/15 Prebon 
Checkout  

Jeff RichterDeals 523875, 523876, 
523879, 523880, 523883, and 523884  
Error: Per Prebon the term… 

6 177215 clint.freeland
@enron.com original 0 0.063 

jeff.nogid@enron.com, 
sara.shackleton@enron
.com  

09-10-01
Revised Total 
Retun 
Confirmation  

We provided CSFB puts just like 
Lehman.  We did that the last time we 
had to move the trigger price...  

7 284410 greg.frers@en
ron.com reply 284243 0.061 

jonathan.mckay@enro
n.com  17-07-01

RE: pricing  Thanks Jon Soccerdome   Telus 1 year       
4.43    4.46 2 year   4.58    4.60 3 year    
4.62    4.635  Sorry it took so long… 

8 284258 jonathan.mcka
y@enron.com reply 284410 0.053 

greg.frers@enron.com  
26-07-01

RE: Pricing  We would be offered at 4.43 right now, 
but like all things.... what goes up must 
come down.   We moved down … 

9 264683 evelyn.metoye
r@enron.com original 0 0.043 

kate.symes@enron.co
m  23-03-01

3-23 Checkout  BLOOMBERGTom AlonsoI am 
missing the following deals:1) Enron 
sells to Tractebal 25mw Palo Verde for 
3/26 peak hrs at $260.00 … 

10 176679 m..melman@e
nron.com original 0 0.033 

aneela.charania@enro
n.com, 
gordon.mckillop@enro
n.com,...  

02-11-01

Sale of 
Catalytica 
Shares by JSB 
Asset LLC  

 Yesterday we entered into a trade with 
CSFB for the block sale of our shares of 
common stock of Catalytica, a public 
company...   

 

 


